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Evaluation, comments, recommendations:

The work has an excellent topic and Nicola has done valuable interviews with Slovak scholars,

politicians and common people. As expected, in such complex topic and analysis, Nicola has slipped to

several general statements where a more nuance analysis was required. Her theses that Slovak has a

,,parochial political culture" is sounds and interesting but the reason for it deserve more subtle analysis

to explain the reasons why, for example, the situation was different in the Czech Republic and Slovakia

during so-called Normalization period (1969-1989). Overall, it is a worthy attempt that, hopefully,

Nicole will explore further in the future to produce a text that could be published in Slovakia and

become a source for an interesting and contentions discussion. A discussion that is missing in Slovakia.

Questions for the author (relevant to the content of the Thesis):

1.You write: "Majority of Slovaks [were]
Explain the reasons for this before 1989.

beneficiaries and bystanders of the communist oppression'"

2.Elaborate on your statement that "the [communist] regime has

irresponsibility". what consequences it had on society's condition
left people with a sYndrome of

after 1989? or even on the next

generation?
j. you quote Zatkuliak's claim that the different developments in czech Republic and Slovakia before

Lggg was because top communist officials were Slovak (Husak, Bilak). could you provide more reasons

than this skewed statement for the different developments during Normalization in two republics?
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